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DIFFERENT MARKETS, DIFFERENT CONTROLS
Today a number of different market solutions are either already operational, or will be in the near
future:

• Day ahead (DA) and Intraday markets (ID): today they are hourly based markets, but in the future 
both will be based on 15 min market periods

• mFRR, manual Frequency Restoration Reserve, also a reserve type with a resolution of 15-60 
minutes, in the future the european MARI platform will allow exchange of mFRR reserves across
HVDC tielines

• aFRR, automatic Frequency Restoration Reserves, more complex reserve type, will be activated
based on observations (measurements) and can change values every 4 sec. In the future the 
european Picasso platform will be responsible for calculting and sending setpoints to HVDC links

• IGCC, International Grid Control Cooperation, imbalance netting function running today, but will 
be expanded to include HVDC in future, also with new setpoints every 4 sec.
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HVDC CONTROL, LCC OR VSC SPECIALS

By nature it is rather simple to control VSC converters, they do not have any restrictions related to 
change of direction, no minimum power, no block/deblock sequences, no filter switching e.g.

LCC converters are more complex, this type of converter can not operate below a certain limit 
(typically approx 3%), do not like frequent block/deblock sequences (change of direction) and for 
some manufacturers operation within certain ranges can require use of converter transformer tap 
changers, so operating within this range is not desired.
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HVDC CONTROLS, TYPES OF CONTROLS
Normal Power control orders

• Absolute Power control, A-reg

• Delta regulation, D-reg

• Absolute Delta regulation, AD-reg (not available everywhere)

Power controls based on Local criterias

• Frequency Control Regulation, FCR

• Emergency power, used in protection schemes

• Runback, used in protection schemes

Reactive power controls

• RPC, Reactive Power Control

• EPQ, Emergency power-reactive
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ATOSA
Sticky Note
Question 1: what are the most limiting market rules and how these impact HVDC operation when it comes to capacity reservation?Question 2: Do you foresee the introduction of inertia markets, with inertia exchange through HVDC?

ATOSA
Sticky Note
How does HVDC position in the ancillary service market for reactive power compensation?Reactive power control is usually performed locally. Are there bilateral agreements between TSOs? Would it make sense to talk about common European platform for this?



ABSOLUTE POWER CONTROL, TYPICAL USE

Absolute regulation is a type of regulation primarily used to allow the HVDC connection to follow a 
predefined power schedule. The A-reg controls consist of a final value, a ramp rate and “initialize”
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Final value is defined as next power breakpoint “AREG MW” in the power schedule

Ramp rate is defined as:  
(AREGMW−current MW)

𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒



ABSOLUTE POWER CONTROL, CONTINUED
Automatic creation of power schedules

• If the regulation of an HVDC connection is to be 
performed automatically, either by using an internal 
scheduler function in the HVDC connections pole 
control or coming from an external source (SCADA) 
hourly exchange schedules needs to be converted to 
a power schedule.

• Power schedules are normally based on hourly 
energy schedules coming from Day-ahead and 
intraday market operators, it could however be any 
type of schedule. An example could look like this:

In future the MARI platform will also add regulations to 
the A reg based schedule regulation
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ATOSA
Sticky Note
From this power schedule, the HVDC set points are changed in 20 min (+-10). Is it always the case or is it link-specific? Is it the same fore generators?



ABSOLUTE DELTA REGULATION, AD-REG

The newest control type introduced is the AD-reg, the reason behind this new type of control was to 
allow the HVDC connection to operate as a ”power plant” in the normal LFC control (Load Frequency
Controller)

In addition there was a growing demand for smart balancing functions, such as imbalance netting
and sharing of aFRR reserves (Picasso in future)

The concept behind AD-reg is quite different from the A-reg orders, AD-reg orders can be send to 
both stations at the same time (not necessary to be MASTER)
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ATOSA
Sticky Note
Does this control strategy completely replace the absolute power regulation? Or is it complementary?



ABSOLUTE DELTA REGULATION, AD-
REG, CONTINUED
The current implementation of the AD-reg functionality at Energinet.dk 
is supposed to cover these two usecases:

• Exchanging reserves from one area to another

• Allow both areas to benefit from imbalance netting function without
the need to include neighboring area in own LFC control

• Expected to be used for by The International Grid Control Cooperation 
(IGCC) for imbalance netting in near future

• Direct interface from Picasso in future

• Transparency, controls are kept seperated, 

it is possible only to change direction if

DA or ID markets do so e.g.
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ABSOLUTE DELTA REGULATION, AD-
REG, CONTINUED
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Exchanging reserves from one area to another:

Supplier in area B

Purchase in area A

The difference between regulation setpoint to power plant
and AD-reg signal to HVDC reflects delays in communication
and control of the power plant.



ABSOLUTE DELTA REGULATION, PICASSO
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EMERGENCY POWER, EPC
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In the example here the frequency
drops below a predefinet threeshold
value in Sweden, resulting in triggering
of 100 MW power change on the 
Kontiskan HVDC connection.



EPC IN THE FUTURE ?
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It is expected that EPC will gradually change
nature over the next years, from a rather static
type of support to a more dynamic support.
LFSM, limited Frequency Sensitivity Mode will be
the typical EPC (like a droop control), with the 
added functionality of the supporting area being
able to freeze the delivery



RPC, REACTIVE POWER CONTROL
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RPC controls can be quite different by nature, depending on converter types, LCC or VSC. 
The RPC can typically control either voltage or reactive flows (LCC´s will primarely have to fulfill filter 
requirements from converter).
If required RPC controllers can be an integrated controller where all reactive components in a substation 
are controlled together, like the examples shown here



LOOP FLOWS
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Loop Flows can be used to mitigate congestions in the grid, reduce voltage problems in the grid and 
much more. It is however not a specific HVDC feature but more related to market, agreements and 
overview.

ATOSA
Sticky Note
At what stage loop flows are decided? Is it in the 45min window before real-time operation?Are there specific agreement between TSOs for this?




